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About Anion:  

Anions are a group of atoms or radicals that have gained 
electrons. Since they now have more electrons than 
protons, anions have a negative charge.  

Some benefits for the Anion Effect;-  

-  Restoration of Body Cells  

-  Stronger body immune system  

-  Can Purify the Air  

-  Enhances circulation and increases energy  

-  Relieves fatigue and tiredness 

-  Enhancement or normalization of human immunity 
function 
 
About the Magnetic Effect:  
According to scientific determination, our bodies main 
functions have different degrees of micro-magnetic fields. 
When we are living with pressure and emotions, the result 
causes magnetic field disturbances, inevitably.    

Some benefits of the Magnetic Effect:  

- The effects of magnetic field on immunity function  

- The effects of magnetic field on enzyme activity. 
 
Function of Far Infrared Ray (FIR) Stones:  
Far Infrared Ray Stones stabilizes oxygen supply in your 
blood and activate blood corpuscle.  
According to Research, Far Infrared Ray Stones could 
improve body cell activity and body immunity.  



About the Germanium Effect:  
Germanium atom has thirty-two electrons with four of them 
constantly moving unsteadily along its outermost shell. These 
four electrons are negative-charge carriers. When approached by 
a foreign substance, one of these four electrons will be ejected out 
of its orbit once the temperature is above 32 degrees Celsius. This 
famous semiconductor phenomenon is known in electronics as 
'the positive hole effect'. The remaining three electrons will seize 
an electron from other atoms in order to maintain balance. 

Some Benefits of Germanium; 

-    Controls swelling 

-    Prevents mental fatigue 

-    Improves sleeping quality 

-    Enhances mental focus 

-    Releases tight muscles and stiffness 

-    Promotes increased metabolism 

-    Raises Oxygen levels 

-    Regulates positive and negative ions within the body 

-    Reduces water retention 



 

Fine or Fashion: Fine 
Item Type Bracelet 
Style: Casual Sporty 
Gender: Unisex 
Materials: Alloy 
Chain Type: Rolo Chain 
Length: 20cm 
Clasp Type: Spring-ring-clasps 
Metals Type: Titanium 
Shape: Round 
Bracelet Type: Hologram Bracelets 
Brand Name: Titanium Bracelets 
Titanium Bracelet: Energy 
Material: Titanium Steel 

Item Specifications:   



The concept behind the Titanium Germanium Bracelet 
is to restore a balance to the magnetic field around the 
body. Purportedly, exposure to a number of devices such 
as cell phones and other forms of wireless technology, 
degrade this field.  
 
Titanium Germanium Bracelets are equipped with both 
positive and negative poles that work to counteract the 
imbalance created by emissions from these sources to 
reduce harmful effects of modern living to the body. 
 
Some may just enjoy germanium therapeutic bracelets 
for their beauty. 
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